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NOTES ON (f, ί/, F, u, v, ^-STRUCTURES

BY HlDEAKI SUZUKI

Sasaki and Hatakeyama [1] proved that, if a differentiate manifold M admits
an almost contact structure (φ, ζ, v-f), then there is in the product space MxR, R
being a real line, an almost complex structure F which is canonically constructed
from φ, ζ and η. They defined an almost contact structure (φ, ζ, η) to be normal
when this almost complex structure F is integrable in MxR. The normality of
an almost contact structure (φ, ζ, η) is characterized by vanishing of a certain tensor
field constructed from 9, ?, and η. Recently, Yano and Okumura [5] have defined
a new structure in an even-dimensional manifold called an (/, C7, F, «, v, Λ)-structure
as a set of a tensor field / of type (1, 1), two vector fields £7, F, two 1-forms u, v
and a scalar field λ satisfying certain algebraic conditions. They have showed that
there exists naturally an (/, C7, F, u, v, λ)-structure in a submanifold of codimen-
sion 2 immersed in an almost complex manifold or in a hypersurface immersed in
an almost contact manifold [5]. One of the purposes of the present paper is to
show that, if an even-dimensional manifold admits an (/, £7, F, u, v, λ]-structure,
then there is in the product space MxR2, R2 being a plane, an almost complex
structure F constructed from /, U, F, u, v and λ and to obtain a necessary and
sufficient condition for the almost complex structure F to be integrable. Another
purpose is to show that a hypersurface M immersed in a unit sphere S2n+1(l) is

isometric to the hypersurface Sn(l/\/2~)xSn(l/\/2) if M satisfies certain conditions.
In § 1, we recall the definition of an (/, U, F, u, v, Λ)-structure and that of an

(/, 0, u, v, Λ)-structure. In § 2, we define an almost complex structure F in the
product space MxR2, when an (/, U, F, u, v, 2) -structure is given in M and, by
using local components of the Nijenhuis tensor of F, we define in M a tensor field
T of type (1, 2), tensor fields Pl and P2 of type (0, 2), tensor fields Qx and Q2 of
type (1,1), a vector field S, 1-forms Wi, w2, tvΆ, w± and functions k\, kz. We study
some properties of these tensor fields and obtain a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for F to be integrable. In §3, we study the Riemannian connection of a
Riemannian metric G defined naturally in MxR2 in terms of g, when an (/, g, u, v, λ)-
structure is given in M In the last §4, we prove a proposition stating that a
hypersurface immersed in a unit sphere of odd dimension is isometric to the product
of two spheres of the same dimension and of the same radius.
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§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let M be an m-dimensional differentiate manifold of class C°°. υ If there exist
in M a (1, l)-tensor field /, two vector fields U and F, 1-forms u and v and a
function λ satisfying the following conditions (1. !)—(!. 5), then we say that M has
an (/, U, F, u, v, λ) -structure (/, U, F, u, v, λ).

(1.1) Γ=

I being the unit tensor field of type (1, 1),

(1.2) uof=λv, fU=-λV,

(1.3) v°f=-λu, fV=λU,

where 1 -forms u°f and v°f are respectively defined by (u°f)(X) = u(fX) and (v°f)(X)
= v(fX) for any vector field X, and

(1.4)

(1.5) v(U)=Q,

It is well-known that a differentiable manifold with (/, £7, F, u, v, Λ)-structure is
necessarily of even dimension and that any submanifold of codimension 2 immersed
in an almost complex manifold and any hypersurface immersed in an almost contact
manifold admit an (/, U, F, uy v, λ) -structure [5]. If a manifold with (/, U, F, u, v, λ)-
structure (/, U, F, u, v, λ) has a positive definite Riemannian metric g satisfying
the conditions:

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1. 8) g ( f X , f Y ) = g(X, Y)-u(X)u(Y)-v(X)v(Y)

for any vector fields X and F, then we say that M has an (/, g, u, v, λ) -structure
(/, gr, u, vy λ}. Any submanifold of condimension 2 immersed in an almost Hermitian
manifold and any hypersurface immersed in an almost contact metric manifold
admit an (/, g, u, v, ^-structure [5].

§2. An almost complex structure in MxR2.

Suppose that a 2n -dimensional manifold M has an (/, £7, F, u, v, λ) -structure
(/, £7, F, u, v, X).

1) Manifolds and geometric objects we discuss are assumed to be differentiable and
of class C°°.
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We define in MxR2, R2 being a plane, a tensor field F of type (1,1) with
local components Fμ

λ given by2)

(2.1)

in {WxR2', xλ], {W\ xh} being a coordinate neighborhood of M and xl\, x2* being
cartesian coordinates in R2, where f^

h, Uh, Vh, Ui and Vi are respectively local
components of /, U, F, u and v m {W; xh}. Then, taking account of (1.1)~(1. 5),
we can easily verify that F2=—I holds in MxR2. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 1. If there is given an (/, C7, F, &, z>, λ}-structure in M, £/z0?z /A0
tensor field F defined by (2.1) is an almost complex structure in MxR2.

The Nijenhuis tensor N of F has local components

(2. 2) JV = *Vd«F/ - F/dαF/ - (d,F/ - dμFv

a)Fa

λ

in MxR2 (cf. Yano [2]).3) Thus, using (2. 1), we can write down Nvμ

λ as follows:

(2. 3)! Nβ

h = Nβ

h + (̂  - dtuj) Uh + (djVi

where N is the Nijenhuis tensor of /, and

(2. 3)2 N^= -f3

mdmuί+fι™dmuj + um(djf%

m-dί

(2. 3)3 Njί2*

(2.3)4 N^

(2.3)5 JVinΛ

(2. 3)β Mn1*

(2. 3)7 Mn2*

(2. 3)8 A^2n

1+

(2. 3)9 Λ^an2*

(2.3)10 Nw

(2.3)n M.2*1

(2.3)12 ΛW2

2) The indices α, /3, 7, •••, /I, μ, v run over the range {1, •••, 2w + 2} and β, &, c, ••-, ?, , ̂

the range {1, ••-, 2n}. We denote w + 1 and n + 2 by 1* and 2* respectively. The Einstein's

summation convention will be used with respect to these two systems of indices.

3) We denote d/dx* by 3;.
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where £u and J?F denote the operators of Lie derivation with respect to U and
Vj respectively.

We can easily verify that there are in M a tensor field T of type (1, 2) with
components Λ/yΛ two tensor fields Pi and P2 of type (0, 2) with components Ay*
and Nji2* respectively, two tensor fields Qi and Q2 of type (1, 1) with components
Mn71 and N2*z

h respectively, a vector field S with components Nι*2*
h, four 1 -forms

Wi, Wz, w*j w± with components Mn1*, Mn2*, ΛW* and A^n2* respectively and two
functions kι — N^ and &2=M*2*2* (cf. Lemma 4). The Nijenhuis tensor TV of an
almost complex structure F satisfies identically the conditions

(2.4)

and

(2. 5) Nva*Fμ

a-Naμ*Fv

a=Q

(cf. Yano [2]). Substituting (2. 1) into (2. 4), we have

(2. 6)! AUΛΛW + Nji*fn

h + TV * Z7Λ + NjF Vh -h M ./«< + Nvfri - 0,

(2. 6)2 - NjFum + A^w

1ΦΛm - W + M*/*«i + NvS'vt = 0,

(2. 6)3 - NjimVm + ̂ JVy*1* + NjnTfS* + M /*«i + M* Ai = 0,

(2. 6)4 AΓ,^ Un - N^mfm

h - 2N2*jh - M*/* Uh - N^f Vh = 0,

(2. 6)5 N,m* Vm + JVi V Λ - N* jnfmh ~ N»» Uh - N»,* Vh = 0,

(2. 6)β M*mΛΛm + JVrtm/mΛ + ΛW* t/Λ + JVm" FΛ - NwhVt = 0,

(2. 6)7 NvJfF + Mnw/«Λ + ΛW* t/71 + Mn8* F71 + N^Ui = 0,

(2. 6)8 N^

(2. 6)9 -Mn

(2. β)10 ^V"

(2. 6)π -Nto

(2. 6)12 M^

(2. 6)13 N1,m^

(2. 6)14 A^^^ί

(2.6)15 N^

(2. 6)16 ΛΓJ W»*Z

(2. 6)17 -N1^
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(2. 6)18 N^'

(2. 6)19 N^'

(2. 6)20 Mm'

(2. 6)11 ΛW2'

(2. 6)22 Λ/ 2,m

2*

Substituting (2. 1) into (2. 5), we have

(2. 7), N}m*ft

(2. 7)2 N}m

1'fl

m - Nm

l'f3

m + Nvfui + N^'UJ + N^'Vi + N^'v} = 0,

(2. 7), AΓ,OT

2'/;m - N^f/ +Nvfui + N^'UJ + Nv*vt + Nm*'υ, = 0,

(2. 7)4 N,m

h Um + N^f,™ - λNV]

h - Nwhυ, = 0,

(2. 7), N^

(2. 7). ^;m

1'C

(2. 7), TV,™1' 7OT + W/i./* + //w.1*/," + M.2."M, = 0,

(2. 7), M^1' F- + ΛW1* t/m = 0,

(2. 7), Nim*U*+Nι«lt*f1'
Λ-λN»,>'-Nwvv}=Q,

(2. 7)10 W^'F'^+^M./'+M.mV^+M.^^^O,

(2.7)n M.ro

2*FOT-^m2.
2'ί/™=0.

Now, we assume that the function 1— A* is non-zero almost everywhere in M.
Transvecting (2. 6)1 with U1 and with F*, we get respectively

(2. 8), M ,*= - j r (λΛ^.» Vm-Nίt™fm*Uί-Nμ>'UiUh-Nίi*'U* Vh)

and

(2. 8), N,,J

h=~^

Transvecting (2. 6)2 with U1 and with V\ we have respectively

(2. 8). #!./'= τ̂ Γ( ί̂

and

(2. 8)4 ΛV*= F
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Similarly, transvecting (2. 6)3 with Ui and with V\ we have respectively

(2. 8)5 N»* = — -̂ (NjΓ ulvm - W U* + λNjm

2* Vm)

and

(2. 8)6 N»*= ^^(N^V^-λNjfVt-λN^U™}.

By the same devices as above, we have from (2. 6)6

(2. 8)7 Nw* = -pi— (AW1 Um + Mnm Vtfmh + AW* Uh Vί + AΓln

2* Vi Vh] .
1 - Λ

Transvecting (2. β)9 with Vί

) we obtain

(2. 8)8 JW = ~(-N1^
ΛVi

Transvecting (2. 7)9 with F 7, we have

(2. 8)9 M*2*
2* - -ĵ  W^ V* U™

By means of (2. 8), we have

LEMMA 2. //" ^A^ function l — λ2 is non-zero almost every-where in M, then the
nine sets of components of the Nijenhuis tensor M*/, A^*/, M^1*, A^*/*, M^2*, Nι***y

Nwh, M*2*1* and 7VΊ*2*2* <:/r̂  expressed as linear combinations of the other three sets
of components Λf/Λ Njί1* and Nji1* almost everywhere in M.

On the other hand, transvecting (2. 6)1 with uh and with vn, we have respectively

(2. 9)ι Nji

1*= - j-^- (N]m

h

and

(2. 9)a ^ίa* - - -,-ί̂ - (Njm

h

which show that Λf/i1* and Nji2* can be expressed as linear combinations of JV/Λ
M^^ and Λ/"2*/. Thus, taking account of (2. 9)ι and (2. 9)2, we have from Lemma 2.

LEMMA 3. If the function l — λ2 is non-zero almost everywhere in M, then the
nine sets of components of the Nijenhuis tensor Nji1*, Njt2*, M*/*, A^*/*, M*/*,
N2*j2*, Nι*z*

h, 7Vι*2*
1* and 7Vι*2*

2* are expressed as linear combinations of the other
three Λ/yΛ M*/ and N^3

h almost everywhere in M.
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If a symmetric affine connection V is given in M, then we can easily see that
the components 7V/Λ Nji1* and TV^2* can be written as follows:

(2.

(2. 10)2 7V* = -fJ

mPmui+fl

nPmuj + un(PJf%

m-PJJ

m)-λ(PJvi-PiVj\

(2. 10)s Njiz* = -fJ

mPmVi+ft

mPmvj+vm(PJfl

m-Flf^

that is, we find that all the partial differentiations d* involved in 7V/Λ TVy* and
Nji2* can be replaced by the covariant differentiations V%. Thus we have

LEMMA 4. If M is a differentiable manifold with (/, U, F, w, 0, λ)-structure,
then the sets of components JV/Λ A/}*1*, A^2*, MV»Λ» M*JΛ, M*;1*, A7"2*/*, N»f, N2*f,
M*2*ft, M*2*1* <^̂ <^ 7Vι*2*

2* 6>/ ί/ίβ Nijenhuis tensor of the almost complex structure F
in MxR2 define twelve tensor fields in the manifold M, which are determined by
the given (/, £7, F, u, v, λ)-structure.

We can get directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.

PROPOSITION 5. The complex structure F in MX R2 is integrable if and only if
the three tensors Nji1, N^ and N^2* vanish identically in M, or, if and only if the
three tensors Njih, Nι*3

h and Nz*3

h vanish identically in M.

We see from Proposition 5 that if the almost complex structure F is integrable
in MxR2, then (/, U, V, u, v, A) -structure is normal in the sense of [5].

§3. A Riemannian metric in MxR2.

Let M be a differentiable manifold with (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure. If we consider
a Riemannian metric G in MxR2 with components

Qjt being the components of the Riemannian metric g in M, then we see easily
that (G, F) defines an almost Hermitian structure in MxR2, F being the almost
complex structure defined by (2.1), that is,

(3.1) Fβ

μFβ

ίGμί = Gβa9
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where Fμ

λ are components of F. We denote the Christoffel symbols formed with

G and those formed with g respectively by {„%} and by {/*}• Then we find easily

(3.2)
1*

J ^

2*

h
1* i

λ 1=1 λ

1* 1* I 1 1* 2*

-0.

λ
2* 2*

We denote by Vκ and Vk the covariant differentiation with respect {v

λ

μ} and with
respect to {/J, respectively. Then the covariant derivative of F with respect to

{„%} is given by

(3.3) pκFμ

λ=dκFμ

λ+ μ7/-
K a \ [ K μ

that is, given by

(3. 4)2 PkFj1* = — VκU3,

(3. 4),

(3. 4)4

(3. 4).

(3. 4).

(3. 4), F*F2." = - VtFvT =-r*λ.

Hence we have

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that M has an (f, g, u, v, λ)-structure. Then a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the product Riemannian manifold MxR2 to be a
Kάhlerian space with (G, F) is that all of f, u, v and λ are covariantly constant
in M.

§4. Hypersurfaces in a unit sphere.

Let M be a hypersurface immersed in a unit sphere S2n+1(l) with canonical
almost contact structure. Then there is an (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure (/, g, u, v, λ)
induced in M, which has the following properties:
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(4. 1) F,/»Λ = - gjiUh + δjui - kjiVh + kfvi,

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

where ft# is the second fundamental tensor of the hypersurface M relative to
S27l+1(l) [3]. We now assume that the induced (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure (/> g, u, v, λ)
of M satisfies the condition that the tensor fields PI and w\ defined in § 2 vanish
identically, i.e., that

(4. 5) W=0, M./*=0

hold identically. Substituting (4. 1)~(4. 4) into (4. 5), we have

(4. 6) umkjmvt - umkimv3 = 0

and

(4. 7) - umVmUj - umVjUm - λPjλ = 0.

Transvecting (4. 6) with 0*, we obtain

(4. 8) umkjm = avj,

where

(4.9) α = («Jfe,V)/(l-;i8).

Substituting (4. 8) into (4. 4), we find

(4. 10) Pjλ = (a-ϊ)v,.

Substituting umPjUm= —λPjλ, which is a direct consequence of umum=l— λ2 (cf. (1. 4)),
into (4. 7), we have

(4.11) U»Pmu, = 0.

Transvecting (4. 2) with u3 and using (4. 8), we find

i —fjiU3 — λkjiU3

(4. 12)

Thus, from (4. 11) and (4. 12), we have α=-l. Therefore, (4. 10) reduces to
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(4.13) Pjλ=-2vj.

On the other hand, Yano [4] has recently proved

THEOREM. Suppose that a complete and orient able 2n-dimensιonal Riemannian
manifold M2n is immersed in S2n+1(l) as a hyper surf ace. If the (/, g, u, v, ^-structure
(ft Q> MI v, A) induced on this hyper surf ace is such that (1 — λ2) is non-zero almost
everywhere in M2n, and, if it satisfies Piλ=—2vi, then M2n is isometric to Sn(l/ V~2)

xSn(l/\/~2).

If we now take account of this theorem and of (4. 13), we have

PROPOSITION 7. Let M be a complete 2n-dimensιonal hyper surf ace immersed in
a unit sphere S2n+1(l) with natural almost contact structure. Denote by (/, g, u, v, λ)
the induced (/, g, u, v, λ)-structure of M. If (1 — λ2) is non-zero almost everywhere
in My and, if the tensor field Pi with components Nji1* and the covector field wι
with components TVΊn1* vanish identically in M, then Mis isometric to S 7 l(l/V /2)
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